
Copy-Paste-Import from Excel® to Microsoft Dynamics® GP

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Companies today compile many types of transactions outside of their accounting software that can not be easily integrated into
Microsoft Dynamics GP from Microsoft® Excel. Now those Payroll (PR) transactions, including Pay Codes, Deductions, and Benefits, can
easily be imported into Dynamics GP with a simple Copy-Paste-Import. Select the company, choose the batch, and paste. The PR
transactions are immediately fully validated before being imported into Dynamics GP. Best of all, there are no complex integrations to
define or maintain.

Payroll FEATURES:
 Immediate error validation without any data mapping  
 by the user.
 Ability for user to show only errors before importing.
 Ability to import multiple PR transactions with a single
 Copy-Paste-Import.
 Supports Dynamics GP Payroll Transaction Entry (U.S.
 Payroll only) of pay codes, deductions, and benefits.
 Support option for companies using Dynamics GP  

 Human Resources module for allowing the import of  
 Pay Codes that are linked to Time Codes.

 Transactions can be imported into an existing batch or  
 a new batch can be created on-the-fly.

 Support for single and recurring PR batches.
 Ability to apply employee defaults from Dynamics GP.
 Security enabled to restrict users who can import into
 Dynamics GP.
 Ability to export required column names back to Excel
 from creating new templates.
 Optional ability to enter header information for
 PR transaction entry batch.
 Immediate display of the number of transactions and
 employees in PR batch.
 Ability to change the grid on-the-fly for only PR
 deductions and benefits, without going into main  

 setup.

Ability to direct the import to include or exclude certain information, including validation support for: employee id, pay period   
 from, pay period to, transaction type, pay code, deduction, benefit, position, amount, department, in addition to salary, salary   
 change type, state, local, SUTA, workers compensation, shift, premium, days worked, weeks worked, pay rate, and human   
 resources when pay codes are linked to time codes.

Compatible with Dynamics GP versions 10 and 2010
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Show only errors 
in the grid 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

Export Integrator template
back to Microsoft Excel
 

 
 

Show only required fields 
needed for import 

Ability to print Edit List for reviewing
and Audit Report when importing

Ability to change grid on-the-fly for deductions
and benefits without going into setup screen

Ability to enter header
information for PR batch

Immediate
verification of the
number of
transactions and
employees in
PR batch

Highlighted row in
orange to designate
specific error in
information bar

Create a new single use or
recurring batch on-the-flyDetailed error

description in
information bar

Immediate
highlighted

verification of
                      in yellow

Infinia for payroll is great! It allows us to import payroll information for 150 employees from 16 different attendance 
summaries with just a few clicks – reducing errors and saving hours of data entry each pay period. We love that it 
validates the information before the import and shows us exactly where any problems are. The staff outside the payroll 
department can use the same Excel spreadsheets they are already familiar with to report their time so there is no 
training for them. Infinia is easy to install, easy to learn, easy to use and has proven to be a great investment. I absolutely 
recommend this product as a must-have enhancement for your GP payroll solution.
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